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Vulytsya Shevchenka, 91, Sheshory, Ukraine

+380981301916 - http://www.facebook.com/Arkan.ua/

Here you can find the menu of Аркан in Sheshory. At the moment, there are 18 courses and drinks on the menu.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Oksana Zakusilova likes about Аркан:

We were in Sheshory, after swimming in the waterfall there was a big buzz, the Arkan restaurant is exactly the
place where you can rest and eat deliciously. We ordered mushroom and Hutsul soup, bograch, derun and pan. I

liked everything very much, and took it with me. Very tasty, I recommend it. Food: 5 Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5
read more. When the weather conditions is nice you can also be served outside, and there is free WLAN. The

rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What
Іванна Ямницька doesn't like about Аркан:

I want to say that the establishment is very nice, but the service is 0 It seems that we came there to ask for food
The taste is also the first impressions simply 0 Even before that, there was hair in the salad and the waiter's face
looked like this, well, take it away and continue eating Food: 1 Service: 1 Atmosphere: 5 read more. In the Аркан
from Sheshory you can enjoy dishes as they are common in Europe, In the morning they serve a tasty breakfast

here. Not to be left out is the comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Here, the
barbecue is freshly cooked on an open flame.
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Salad�
CAESAR SALAD

Soup�
ZEAMA

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Hausgemacht� Kuche�
FONDANT AU CHOCOLAT

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Ve� Entree�
PORIYAL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

ICE CREAM

FISH

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

MEAT

BEEF

CHEESE

TERNERA
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